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Abstract

For the sake of code reusing, it may be useful to be able to transform program code between programming languages, for which a common format can be used. We chose XML because it is widely used. If we want to be able to change between programming languages, the most important thing is handling data types, and the description of some verifiable semantic properties. These constraints can be given in XML, too. We are considering the base issues in this paper, and we suggest solutions for some of these issues. If a solution was given for translating an abstract program to a concrete code then a special code generation technique could be implemented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object Oriented Programming; D.2.1 [Software engineering]: Requirements specification; D.2.11 [Software engineering]: Software Architectures – data, abstraction.
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1. Introduction

Notion of abstract data types ([1], [2], [3], [4]) is very important from the point of view of software designing. Different methodologies that support clear description of data types make designing easier, however a correct, formal way of specification may be favourable beside the clear description, because of different reasons. In the context of usability, it is considerable to choose some generally used, well known formalism for property representing. One of the most widely supported descriptive language is XML ([6]).

Nowadays, you are expected to be able to formulate different relations between data types. We mean different types of inheritance or association relationships.
If we are made familiar with one of the possible specification methodologies of data types, it would be advantageous to improve this theoretical approach in the direction of taking the opportunity to use these results in the subject of practical software designing. The representation of data types in XML may be a middle state of different stages of appearance of specification. This presents an opportunity to generate a program code skeleton from the model in a quite general way. Certain difficulties may come to the surface while you are trying to make an XML representation for properties and relations.

One of our main goals is to be able to deduce some properties of concrete data types from the properties that are defined in the specification of the associated abstract data types – generating the most possible code is of first importance. Describing concrete data types written in different programming languages seems to be a good starting-point. So in this paper we are considering the description of different information in XML about data types written in some programming language.

2. Describing Data Types in XML

The most issues related describing data types are caused by inheritance and the consequenced polymorphism and late binding. A relation “ancestor” is introduced for describing inheritance. This relation shows an other data type, the properties of which the child data type inherits. Besides, a meta class is introduced, which shows the programming language the type is written in.

Let us consider the following example:

```cpp
class A {
    public:
        virtual void a();
        void b(bool c);
};

class B : public A {
    public:
        virtual void a();
};
```

One XML description of the above code is the following:

```xml
<class meta="yes" name="C++ Class"></class>
<class name="A">
    <ancestor>C++ Class</ancestor>
    <function visibility="public" type="void" virtual="yes" name="a"></function>
</class>
```
Although our description language (see below) should be used for describing rules for synthesizing a concrete code from the XML code, we will show an example for describing a static semantic property because an example for the original aim would be too complicated. This mentioned description language can be applied similarly for representing the polymorphism and the late binding language independently.

3. Static semantic

Even if a XML description of an abstract data type is available, we may need to describe some static semantic properties ([5]). For instance, such property may be a constraint for a number or the type of the parameters of a given method. This kind of constraints may be needed if we are going to transform a program code described in XML to some target language. In this case we may wish to check, whether the XML file satisfies the static semantic constraints, that is, whether the program in the target language can be generated without certain type of errors.

3.1. Example

Let us consider the following example written in Java:

class JavaClass {
    void writeString(String str) {
        System.out.println(str);
    }
}
...
JavaClass jc = new JavaClass();
jc.writeString("Hello World!");
A simplified XML description of the above code is the following:

```
<class name="JavaClass">
  <function name="writeString">
    <parameter name="str">
      <type>String</type>
    </parameter>
    <body>
      <use-instance name="System.out">
        <use-function name="println">
          <use-parameter><parname>str</parname></use-parameter>
        </use-function>
      </use-instance>
    </body>
  </function>
</class>
...

<instance class="JavaClass">jc</instance>
<create-instance name="jc" type="JavaClass">
  <use-instance name="jc">
    <use-function name="writeString">
      <use-parameter>
        <data type="String">Hello World!</data>
      </use-parameter>
    </use-function>
  </use-instance>
</create-instance>

This XML code may be “faulty” in the sense for example if the parameter number of a method differs at the calling and at the declaration.

We remark, that it is possible, that even the name of a method differs at the calling and at the declaration, but this and the similar syntactic errors can be found out quite simply, so we do not consider these kind of errors.

4. Describing static semantics in XML

We defined static semantic properties in XML (similar description can be found in [10]). The DTD of the language that we used is the following:

```
<!ELEMENT stat-sem ( sem-rule* )>
<!ELEMENT sem-rule ( op )>
<!ATTLIST sem-rule app NMTOKEN #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT op ( attribute, attribute )>
<!ATTLIST op name ( eq | leq | geq )>
<!ELEMENT attribute ( child-count | first-parent-by-name )>
```
The meaning of the elements of the above DTD are:

stat-sem: this is the root element of our language.

sem-rule: a static semantic rule associated with a program segment that is defined by a given tag, where the name of the tag is defined by the “app” attribute.

op: an operator (defined by the attribute name) with two arguments.

attribute: the argument of the operator op.

first-parent-by-name: finds the nearest “element” tag from the immediate descendants of the ancestors of the node given by the “sem-rule” tag.

tag-name: defines the tag that “tag-by-type” will find.

tag-by-type: defines the element tag of which attribute attname is equal with the value returned by “tag-name” and which element tag is the nearest to the actual node.

func-dec-by-attr: returns the node representing the class declaration of the instance defined by “tag-by-type”.

child-count: returns the number of the tags that are directly below the given node.

4.1. The semantics of the previous example

The parameter number checking concerned the method call in the example in section 3.1 may be described in XML in the following way:

<stat-sem>
  <sem-rule app="use-function">
    <op name="eq">
      <attribute element="use-parameter">
      </attribute>
    </op>
  </sem-rule>
The satisfaction of the static semantic constraints given in this way can be verified by the parser. The parser can be developed easily on the basis of the above description.

5. Using the XML Description

This description language (see above) can be used for describing some special static properties of programs, of course (as in the example). But a special XML description can be given for every language that can help in generating a real program code for the abstract XML code. For example, we can describe, how the virtual or static methods must be compiled or we can describe some properties of the late bindig (similar to the example above).

In a special way this description can be used to make the XML description to a concrete program code, so finally we will be able to compile a program from a language to an another. For this purpose we have to be able to translate a program from its XML description to an arbitrary language and it is not negligible that if a program is given in some programming language then its XML description have to be produced in order to compile this XML description to an other programming language.

We have shown an example, how to use our description language. This description can be used for describing some special properties of data types. Based on this description it is straightforward to make a compiler for translating our XML code to a programming language. But that is quite another thing to generate the XML description of some program written in a real programming language which subject we don’t discuss in this paper.

If we can give an XML description for abstract data types that are defined by mathematical equations, than we can synthesize a program code for the math-
ematical specification. So we would be able to generate the program code from the abstract mathematical specification. Let us remark that producing the XML description of the mathematical equations is not trivial. In fact it is very difficult to write a compiler that can translate the XML code containing the representation of the mathematical equations to a program code. It would be an easier way to make a more complex XML description for the equations that contains not only the representation of the equations but some other information would be stored in the XML code. But in this case producing the XML code is more difficult. The translation of an abstract data type to a concrete one through the XML description is an open question.

6. Future work

We gave an XML description for some properties, but we have to produce the XML description of several additional properties. Finally, we have to write the compiler which can translate a program to an another program – written in another language. That is we have to implement our algorithm.

Starting from the foregoing, we are going to generate the most detailed concrete code that is possible on the basis of the abstract data type – we will write a special code generator.

We have to write the abstract data types in XML. An automated method will be the best that can generate the XML description of the abstract data types that are given with mathematical equations. In fact we should have to compile the equations to XML form.

We have to give a well work method to give the XML description of a program. It is very difficult to do it (the inverse direction is more simplier).
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